
The Spotlight: Etihad Garden-
RYK's Investment Prospects 

  

 

Concealed from the buzzing about of the primary city, a terrific scope land project is coming to fruition in 
the suburbia of Rahim Yar Khan. Being created as a fastidiously arranged gated local area by Technical 
Associates Pakistan Private Limited, Etihad Garden is good to go to rethink the idea of current metropolitan 

advancement in the city. You can also look at other choices like Rudn Enclave. 

  

Peered toward by financial backers from everywhere the country including offices for rent in Rawalpindi, the 
venture has turned into a thundering accomplishment in Rahim Yar Khan's quickly advancing housing 
market. 

  

We accept that it is the sort of venture opportunity you've been searching for this while. What's more this 
post subtleties all that you want to be familiar with the promising venture possibilities of Etihad Garden. 

 

 

  

https://href.li/?https://gharbaar.com/rudn-enclave


City's Most Well-Located Project With Pollution-Free Environment 

  

The area is without a doubt perhaps the greatest feature of Etihad Garden. Albeit this land advancement is 
occurring in the tranquil environmental elements of the city's rural areas, its essential position makes it all 
around associated with a portion of the significant supply routes, offices, and milestones in the metropolitan 
region. 

  

The undertaking is strategically placed on Airport Road, right close to the Darri Singh Bridge which makes it 
helpfully available from Manthar Road and Patan Minara Road. Additionally, simply 1.7 kilometers away, this 
impending lodging society is situated in the prompt area of Rahim Yar Khan International Airport. 

  

First-rate medical services and instructive offices like Sheik Zayed Medical Hospital and College, HH Sheik 
Khalifa Public School, and Beaconhouse School are additionally found nearby Etihad Garden. Looking for 
properties for sale in Islamabad? Read the relevant articles on it. 

  

Besides, the land project is just a ways off of 5 kilometers from the DC Office Chowk and is straightforwardly 
associated with it by means of Abu Dhabi Road, which makes driving very issue-free. Channel Road, which is 
one more huge turnpike of the city, is likewise situated close to the lodging society. Just like Park View 
City Etihad Garden is also a perfect place to invest. 

  

Rahim Yar Khan's First-Ever Project With World-Class Living Facilities 

  

Furnished with every one of the stars of living in a gated local area and a stylishly satisfying framework, 
Etihad Garden has turned into the most pursued lodging project in Rahim Yar Khan. As the name 
recommends, this land undertaking of Etihad Garden has been enlivened ordinarily and is arranged with 
harmless to the ecosystem settings with a lot of local area parks and greenbelts. 

  

Attributable to the cutting-edge navigational preparation, the general public has wide and all-around cleared 
streets, which further adds to the accommodation of the inhabitants. 

  

Additionally, to offer a completely included present-day metropolitan way of life, Etihad Garden offers a wide 
cluster of neighborhood conveniences and offices. This incorporates a local area clubhouse highlighting a 
recreation center, pool, feast lobby, and café similar to Kingdom Valley. 

  

The lodging venture will likewise have a very much kept up with the medical services community. Since 
Etihad Garden is imagined as an elite land project, it has been arranged with its own special water treatment 
plant, which depends on switch assimilation (RO) filtration, to give separated water to each family in the 
general public. 

https://href.li/?https://gharbaar.com/park-view-city
https://href.li/?https://gharbaar.com/park-view-city
https://href.li/?https://gharbaar.com/kingdom-valley


  

Supported by SNGPL, hid gas associations, and underground zap frameworks are likewise a piece of its 
vigorous foundation. The very first outlet of McDonald's in Rahim Yar Khan is likewise situated in Etihad 
Garden. All things considered, that is not it, the city's absolute first Pizza Hut is additionally being developed 
here, which is relied upon to open someplace during the last 50% of this current year. It is also close to a lot 
of homes for sale in Islamabad. 

  

Attributable to this multitude of remarkable highlights, this enormous scope gated local area has brought 
about a critical land enthusiasm for the district. A critical increase has been seen in the cost of land 
encompassing Etihad Garden, drawing the consideration of different engineers, who have additionally 
focused on the rural area of Rahim Yar Khan to dispatch their top-of-the-line land projects. 

  

Useful Resources: 

Development of Real Estate Industry in Pakistan - Guide 

Looking to Selling Plot Without a Real Estate Agent? – Read this Guide 

Tips to Selling Plot without a Real Estate Agent 

 

https://codepen.io/WaqasA/full/ZEazgqg
https://faizan-kamrans-website.yolasite.com/blog/
http://puzzles.themerex.net/members/faizan-kamran/activity/4091/?q=%2Factivity%2Fp%2F4091%2F

